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CHORE-TIME
BRINGS YOU

THE AIR SYSTEM
WITH A MIND
OF IT'S OWN!

Until now, most ventilation systems
had one drawback. Air inlets had to
be opened and closed by hand.

This was time consuming and
pretty much a matter of guesswork.

Now, Chore-Time has eliminated
this problem.

The Chore-Time system has a mind
of its own and adjusts inlets in con-
junction with fan operation to
maintain air pressure at a constant,
preset level.

This provides a degree of air and
moisture accuracy never before
possible in poultry and livestock
buildings.

The new inlet control (pictured) is
just one of many exclusive features
that make Chore-Time air systems
number one in performance and
reliability.
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Four basic components go into the
makeup of this ventilation system
the fan, the inlet, the air inlet power
pack, and the controls Coordinated,
these four basic components can
provide you with better conversion and
performance by removing stresses due
to lack of oxygen excess humidity, nox-
ious gases and temperature extremes

★ POULTRY SYSTEMS ★ SWINE SYSTEMS ★ DAIRY SYSTEMS

FEED STORAGE AND
FLEX AUGER DELIVERY SYSTEM

•THE FLEX II AUGER DELIVERING UP TO 1200 LBS. PER HOUR

•THE ORIGINAL FLEX AUGER DELIVERING UP TO 2400 LBS. PER HOUR

•"Hl-C" FLEX AUGER DELIVERING UP TO 6,000 LBS. PER HOUR

AGRI- equipment, INC*

cattle HOG POULTRY EQUIPMENT
RD4, EPHRATA, PA 17522

PHONE: 717-354-4271
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Lancaster Farming, Saturda; November 17,1979—)
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AIR INLET

CONTROL

Reliability through simplicity, Cho re-
Time's advanced air system provides
automatic control of incoming fresh
air, moisture and heat for productive
environmental control m agricultural
buildings

AUTOMATIC
HOOD FAN
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AGRI-EQUIPMENT, INC.
OFFERS COMPLETE SALE,
INSTALLATION, SERVICE

STORE HOURS:
Mon. - Fri.

7:30 to 5:30;
Sat. 7:30 to 12:00
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